
Included:

•     Unity 5 (All Versions. exported as v5.4.0). Does not require Pro

•     Genesis Eye Shader

•     Full Source in C#

•     Easy to Integrate into your designs since it is designed with integration simplicity in mind

•     Detailed PDF Manual

•     1 Draw Call for the eyes and less than 10ms for script execution in the profiler. Highly Optimized

•
•     zType 1 to 3 are Humanoid

•     Type 4 is a very nice Cybernetic Camera Eye

    4 Custom PSD Textures with Alpha Channel

•     4 Custom Lighting and Color Masks

•     GIMP v2.88 Layered File so you can add/make your own texture options (XCF Format)

•     27 excellently chosen color options for a wide array of humanoids. You can add to the color list or change them to your own liking.

•     1 Custom Semi-Sphere Mesh (for the Eye Shader)

•     Auto Dilation Script with very configurable variables

•     Eyes Iris is scalable (may be controlled by script as well)

•     Eye AI for Normal Human Eye Twitching Movement

•     Calibrated Eye Movement for looking at various Objects in a scene

•     Works in all Unity 5 rendering modes: Forward Gamma, Forward Linear, Deferred Gamma, Deferred Linear

•     Automatically grabs all the lights in the scene and uses quadratic attenuation on any Point or Spot lights with in the configured distance

•     Works with multiple lights at different angles which show the glint at those angles. (shown in the demo)

•     Full Demo Scene set up to show the eyes in action. There are no camera effects in the demo scene or pictures below.

Not Included:

•     Body models such as shown in the pictures below

My lovely assistant Alaara will show off her lovely eyes for you.

Olander's Genesis Eyes
Friday, August 12, 2016

11:04 AM
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The Shader

First Off, let us talk about the Genesis Eye Shader. You can see how it is 

configured in the Materials Folder on the Eye_L or Eye_R. This shader is 
very fast and only costs 1 draw call. It also works with any version of 

Unity 5 and in any rendering mode.
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Eye Texture Diffuse (RGB) Alpha (A) (PSD/TIF))
_MainTex

This is the main texture of the eye. I used PSD in the end because of the 

direct high quality export from GIMP v2.88. I needed a texture with a 4th 
channel.

Iris Tint
_Color

You can set this to any color you wish. I have set up 27 different defaults 

in RGB format. You can see each of these in the ColorReference Folder 
under the Materials Folder. You can also see these in the C# script 

gEyeTypes…more on that below.

Iris Normal Map (PNG)

_BumpMap

Cornia Normal Map (PNG)
_BumpMap2
Both normal maps were made with a special texture to get the effect 

needed. This was not done with a 3D mesh since the quality of a normal 
map from GIMP is very high.
*Note…this texture is not being released with this package. Only 2 normal 

maps are needed for these eyes to function with any number of different 
textures.

Lighting and Gloss Map (RGB) Alpha (A)  (PNG)
_Maps

This strange looking texture needs to be made for any new Diffuse Main 

Texture options that you may make. You can open any of these PNG files 
in GIMP v2.88 then have a look at each RGB color channel. You will notice 

that the Red Channel is where your added Eye Texture must go. Leave 
the Green and Blue channels alone!

The Parts and Pieces

The Eye has 2 parts. The primary part is a semi-sphere where the shader 

lives and does what it does. Full spheres did not allow the shader to 
stretch and skew the shader properly so the semi-sphere was needed. 

Once adapting to fully dynamic lighting…as with a Day/Night Cycle when 
the light angles became off the shader did some strange lighting things. It 

needed something else.

So instead of getting really complicated in the already really complicated 

shader language…I cheated. I placed specifically colored and sized Black 
Sphere in the center of the semi-sphere. It is also set to Static and any 

shadow casting is off. Basically it is a Light Blocker on the rear of the eyes 
but also affects the front of the eyes to a lesser extent.

Both of these pieces are then installed in a Game Empty and renamed to 

be the Eye_L and Eye_R. This is what gets rotated and centered in the 
scripts.

The Entire Eyes

Here you will see a number of items in the Eyes Prefab.

Eyes:
This is the main parent and what you would add as a child to a Neck Bone 

or whatever will be moving your head and neck. This holds all the scripts 
and does all the work for the eyes.

Eye_L and Eye_R: As noted above.

EyeAngleRef:
This object is what determines what Angles have been referenced the Eyes 

Will Need to look at something.

EyeTarget:
This object is simply moved to a oGameObect.transform.position

The EyeAngleRef then looks to this oTarget and determines the angles 

from it. This is what you will use for these eyes to react to your 
environment. The eyes are dampened with my own designed function 

(more on that below) to quickly move in a very natural way. Please 
note…that because of the way the Eye AI has been designed the Eyes Do 

Not have to finish their move before moving to a new set of rotational 
angles. This is very important since targets can move really quickly in 

game and the eyes will simply do what they need to do to go where you 
tell them. Simple and very powerful.

EyeTwitchTargetLeft & EyeTwitchTargetRight:
These are what simulates the Natural Left and Right movement of 

humanoid eyes. Please note that when in Twitch Mode EyeTarget is return 
to the original center position. This is simulate looking a the nose of 

something directly in front. There is another option shown below that takes 
the twitching out and stares at nothing…giving the effect of looking at 

nothing or lost in thought.

The Scripts

○ Any public variables are designed to be controlled from something else…like a manager or editor script.

○ Any variable that has the Remote at the end of it is a Set It from another source. This technique makes momentary buttons (Unity Check Toggles) work and this 

General Notes about each script below:
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○

separates any external scripts from affecting the internal bool momentary toggle.
○ All variables have lower case prefixing to exactly represent what the format and type of the variable is (as per my Genesis Standards). This makes knowing what 

a variable is without any tooltips making for cleaner and less breakable code.

 A great example here is 100ms is a great design standard. A 2 pulse on that design standard is an extremely effective design threshold when things get 

rough in a a design. Hence why 50ms is set in my examples. Most things do not have to run a Scan…they can much slower and sav e all of that 
performance. This is exactly how you save enormous amounts of script time as well as very accurate scan rates.

 How this works is…you accumulate a scan rate to your set point (Cycle Rate). If the accumulation is Equal to or Greater than your set point then subtract 

the Set Point from the Accumulation. The residual in accumulation is then continued right from there. This makes your Cycle R ate extremely accurate and 
'Outside of Scan'.

 For a 2 Pulse Design to work you simply check if the residual Accumulation is Greater than Cycle Rate. If it is then automati cally set your 2 Pulse Set Point 

(ie 100ms) to dynamically change your Cycle Rate. You can track this with an incrementing integer to try the 50ms Pulse (Cycl e Rate) again to return to the 
speedier cycle.

 It is important that 1 Usable Design Cycle Rate Pulse is still 100ms. Two 50ms pulses do two separate things or One 100ms doe s both things.
 Hope that makes sense. 

○ The savvy scripter may notice a couple items that appear to do nothing but they are there none the less. A good example of this is the feature called => 

//Accurate Scan Cycle Rate  I have this set to run an extremely accurate 50ms cycle rate. If there is something you do not want to run at the Update Scan Rate 
and something more configurable/dynamic than FixedUpdate then this is the way to do it.

Eye Auto Dilate (gEyeAutoDilate.cs)
Description:

- Auto Dilates the Eye Pupil depending upon Lighting
- Dynamically Attenuates Lighting over distance to get a lighting value

- Uses Directional, Point, and Spot lights to determine pupil dilation 

automatically
- Dynamically toggle lighting controls to bypass certain types of lights being 

calculated
- Maximum Distance Checks to allow Point and Spot lights to allow calculation
- For use with the Genesis Eye Shader

Lighting Toggle Controls: On is this Type of Light is calculated and Off is Noy 

Calculated.

The Dilation is Linearly Dampened via this percent calibrated to 50%

*Directional Light is considered Ambient Light for calculations, thusly has no 

distance check associated with it.

Genesis Eye Types (gEyeTypes.cs)

Controls Eye Properties:
- Eye Colors

- Eye Textures

Default Color Table/List:
    private Color cColor00 = new Color32(255, 255, 255, 255); //Amber Light

    private Color cColor01 = new Color32(255, 153, 0, 255); //Amber Light
    private Color cColor02 = new Color32(204, 102, 0, 255); //Amber Medium

    private Color cColor03 = new Color32(153, 51, 0, 255); //Amber Dark
    private Color cColor04 = new Color32(255, 204, 51, 255); //Amber Gold

    private Color cColor05 = new Color32(186, 232, 255, 255); //Blue Ice
    private Color cColor06 = new Color32(167, 207, 255, 255); //Blue Light

    private Color cColor07 = new Color32(118, 181, 255, 255); //Blue Medium
    private Color cColor08 = new Color32(55, 147, 255, 255); //Blue Dark

    private Color cColor09 = new Color32(153, 101, 50, 255); //Brown Light
    private Color cColor10 = new Color32(101, 50, 0, 255); //Brown Medium

    private Color cColor11 = new Color32(50, 0, 0, 255); //Brown Dark
    private Color cColor12 = new Color32(101, 0, 0, 255); //Brown Wood

    private Color cColor13 = new Color32(255, 255, 101, 255); //Gold Light
    private Color cColor14 = new Color32(236, 236, 29, 255); //Gold Medium
    private Color cColor15 = new Color32(174, 174, 5, 255); //Gold Dark

    private Color cColor16 = new Color32(169, 230, 45, 255); //Green Light
    private Color cColor17 = new Color32(117, 172, 8, 255); //Green Medium
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    private Color cColor18 = new Color32(77, 116, 0, 255); //Green Dark

    private Color cColor19 = new Color32(234, 234, 234, 255); //Grey Light
    private Color cColor20 = new Color32(198, 198, 198, 255); //Grey Medium

    private Color cColor21 = new Color32(129, 129, 129, 255); //Grey Dark
    private Color cColor22 = new Color32(221, 155, 245, 255); //Purple Light

    private Color cColor23 = new Color32(186, 100, 217, 255); //Purple Medium
    private Color cColor24 = new Color32(181, 48, 228, 255); //Purple Dark

    private Color cColor25 = new Color32(189, 0, 0, 255); //Red
    private Color cColor26 = new Color32(32, 32, 32, 255); //Charcoal

    private Color cColor27 = new Color32(255, 255, 255, 255); //White

Eyes Look at Target (gEyesLookAt.cs)

Description:
- Controls Eyes to Look at Specific Target (GameObject oTarget)

- Twitches Eyes in a normal left and right fashion at random intervals to 

simulate AI
- Visualizer Mode to see the spheres that are being looked at.

- Min/Max movement rotations configuration

To Use via External Script:
1) Set the Eyes bTwitchModeEnabled = false

2) Simply move oTarget to the Transform postion needed. The eyes will 

automatically 'Look At' this object location
3) When finished looking at something Set the Eyes bTwitchModeEnabled = 

true
   *The oTarget will always return to the location set up in the Prefab

Centering Distance is the Offset from the center of the Bridge of the Nose

Press Update Centering Distance after changing the float value above.

These Max Rotational Values will need to be calibrated to your mesh and 

how you will handle the eyelid movements with blendshapes. These values 
are purely a visual design choice.

Cross Eyeness (Esotropia) is natural for Binocular Vision. You can read up on 

this but a very common value to use is 3.5 degrees inward for normal 
comfort viewing.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binocular_vision

Dampen Speed Percent. I have calibrated the Eye Movement to 50% of two 

figurative values in my dynamic dampening function. This is a very solid 
calibration but this percent is there for you to make adjustments.

Dynamic Eye Dampening Eye Movement!

Let me begin by giving a little history and real world why we need this. In fluid 

and air dynamics pulsating is very common place. Lots of eddy currents and 
other dynamics do very strange things in pipes and ductwork. This is especially 

true around corners and changing elevations and gravity feeds like what 
happens in waste water applications.

We have to know what pressures and flows are…and if they are bouncing then 

how do we get accurate data from them? Well we can add dampening in 2 
places…in the analog device itself or in the PLC (programmable logic controller). 

I prefer to do this in the PLC since field devices need to be replaced quite often 
and getting the dampening st up properly in them is an Art Form that many do 

not understand properly.

So I developed a math equation the when the values are far apart the equation 

works quickly. As the values become closer the values react slower…hence 
more dampening. What is required here is a Process Variable (PV) and a Control 

Variable (CV). The PV is the Raw Analog Data from our Pressure Sensor and the 
CV is where we Want to Attain.

The curve looks a bit like the picture to the right. However, in fact what REALLY 

happens in the real world is that the Analog signal bounces. This equation 
basically nullifies any sort of bounce…basically turning the Analog into a super 

nice flowing line instead of bunch of waves and jitters.

Now…why call this Dynamic Dampening? Glad you asked. haha!! Well…have a 

look at the functions to the right. I have made two types in C#. the first is the 
PLC conversion…most PLCs scan much faster than a computer can. They are 

very specialized and extremely fast. Scanning in the Micro Seconds. Even the 
slower of these controllers scane in the very low Milliseconds which a game 

engine like Unity 5 can get close to with a lightly loaded scene. These PLCs do 
raw math extremely well. There are rarely any internal things to do things 

automatically…like many MathF things do.
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The issue in the Unity 5 engine is Levels option is at the bottom of the curve 

and cannot be sped up any further because of the scan speed of the engine. So 
I made a new version based upon % that is more dynamic but has to be 

calibrated for the PV (fInput) Range the controlled Object will need to be in. 
This control needs to be manually adjusted to as close to 50% as possible to 

allow for further adjustments later without having to re-calibrate.

You will also not that there is nothing being handled by any internal functions. 

This is all raw math for speed and absolute knowledge of what is going on.

So what you are seeing with the eyes is a quick acceleration then settling in 

when the angle reference is being closed. This is very natural looking.

A handy tip here is that this function can be used for anything that rotates. let 

you imagine run here.
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